INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

translating research into real-world impact.

Arizona Technology Enterprises (AzTE) is the exclusive intellectual property management and technology transfer organization for Arizona State University. We work with faculty, investors and our industry partners to translate ASU innovation into broad societal impact.

SUBMIT AN INVENTION
MAKE A PAYMENT
PARTNER INSTITUTION TECHNOLOGIES

Our Success In Numbers Since 2003

2,500+
INVENTION DISCLOSURES

95+
LAUNCHED STARTUPS

775+
LICENSE AND OPTIONS
Featured Inventions

**COOLING VORTEX DRILLING**
Reduces drilling rig rental costs, Increases drilling speed and works with existing drill rigs
ANTI-CANCER & ANTI-INFECTIVE COMPOUNDS
Cyclodepsipeptide compounds presenting anti-cancer and anti-infective activity and their synthesis

WIND BOX
An inexpensive, simple system with few moving parts that may provide more kWh's per investment dollar and could be installed on existing buildings.

Search Inventions
Looking for a technology or invention to commercialize? Arizona State University has
over 600 technologies available for licensing. Start your search here or submit your own invention.
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